ABSTRACT. Primaxily working in the category of limit spaces and continuous maps we suggest a new concept of connectivity with application in all categories where function space objects satisfy natural exponential laws. In a sepaxate Appendix we motivate the development of a homotopy theory for spaces of real-valued continuous maps endowed with the structure of continuous convergence.
Definitions axe as in Preuss [1] [2] , or axe given below. Being a caxtesian closed topological category, the category of limit ,0ace, has natural function spaces Cc(X,Y), where C(X, Y) denotes the continuous functions between limit spaces X, Y, amd c is the limit ,tructure of continuou, convergence. The present note relies on the three [1] ). If T is any non-singleton space with discrete structure, the T-connected spaces are precisely the connected spaces. In the definition below, C(X, T) and T are related not only in terms of cardinality, but also in terms of structure. Let T be a fixed limit space. DEFINITION 1 (3) We shall close the paper with a notion on path connectedness in spaces Co(S, T).
APPENDIX. HOMOTOPY THEORY AND Cc(S,T).
It is worth pointing out that the category of limit spaces provides a natural setting for homotopy theory. Let S and T be limit spaces. A limit structure on C(S, T) is called conjoining if for every limit space X, the function c X x S -> T is continuous whenever its associate 6: X --C(S, T) is continuous (as usual, or(z, ,)=6(z)(,)). On the other hand, a limit structure on C(S, T) is called splitting if for every limit space X, the continuity of c X S -+ T implies the continuity of 6 :X --+ C(S, T).
With no assumptions on spaces S and T, the c-structure used throughout the previous section is known to be the unique finest splitting and coarsest conjoining structure on C(S, T). REMARK. Let S, T be topological spaces. It is we11-known the compact-open topology on C(S,T) is always splitting, but not necessarily conjoining. However, Fact 1 holds if ,5' is assumed to be a topological k-space (cf. Dugundji [4] ). If S is a locally compact topological space, the compact-open topology equals the c-structure, and Fact 1 follows from the proof above. Dugundji [4] ) needs the extra assumption that T be locally compact or S a k-space. However, Fact 2 is easily proved, when it is observed the c-structure is both splitting and conjoining, and that the composition map C,(S, T) x C,(T, U) -.+ C,(S, U) is continuous without additional assumptions on T.
